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THE PRINCIPLES OP TRUNCATIONS IN APPLIED PROBABILITY * 
E. SENETA, Canberra 
!• The Principle of Truncations 
The "principle of truncations" in general may be stated 
as follows: "To solve an infinite system of linear equations 
in an infinite number of unknowns, one limits the system toi 
the first n equations, and in it neglects all but the first 
n unknowns. The solutions of these systems tend, as 
to the required solution". A history of this principle up to 
1913 is contained in Chs.I and II of Riesz (1913), from which 
work the contents of the present section are taken. 
^be use of the idea appears to go right back to Fourier 
(Tfoe Analytical Theory of Heat)who obtained a correct answer, 
as did several subsequent workers, without actual justifica­
tion. The legitimacy of the method was first investigated by 
Poincar^, who showed that if the matrix A and the infinite 
vector c of the system under consideration 
(1.1) A* - c CŁв.^Oíj***" %, -i= -f,--, .. ) 
satisfy extremely strict conditions, the principle is valid. 
The problem is closely connected to the problem of \p~ 
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finite determinants. The solution <y,(<rt) of the m x /n, 
truncated system 
?r c*i> 
(1.2) ^ a ^ / y - ^ O * ) - * ^ is given by y^Cm.)- A^ /A^ 
-i0 Jk>*A,*»*)/rv9 if A^ * 0 , using the usual deterrainan-
tal notation. Supposing A^ * 0 for all n sufficiently 
large, according to the principle: 
X- m{kj!flrim,-*oQ a^CfYb)^ , supposing the latter limit exists. 
However it is easy to find simple systems where both con-
ditions hold, but the last equality does not. 
For matrices A of a certain type viz. 
(1.3) ct^ = *lj + *j > -5- , - V * °°> laZ* s Kronecker <f ) 
most of the desirable properties hold e.g. A * £um> /ri> -* oo A^ 
exists. 
Such determinants are called normal, and have many of 
the properties of finite determinants e.g. row-column expan-
sion by "eofactors". Moreover, if in this "normal" case (1.3) 
one restricts oneself in ( l . l ) to both c and x uniformly 
bounded elementwlse, the usual properties of (finite) linear 
systems hold. Thua if A 4- 0 } the solution x is uniqv* 
and given by x^-* Alh) / A . ( A ^ JLim, <n -* oo A£> 
exists.) 
The most prolific worker in infinite determinants was 
Von Koch, who generalized normal determinant a somewhat to 
absolutely convergent determinants. His work was virtually 
all done by the time the book of Hiesz appeared. This work 
heralded the end of research on infinite determinants by i t s 
assertion at the beginning of Ch.3| that the heavy restric-
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tions imposed on the matrix A in order to utilize infinite 
determinants were necessitated not by the problem but by the 
method. The aim of Riesz was to consider the existencê  of 
solutions of (l.l) rather than their explicit value. As is 
well known this idea led to his book becoming one of the e-
arly milestones of functional analysis* 
2. Nyn-Neĝ jLve,, Matrices 
As the theory of infinite determinants was coming to a 
halt, two new branches of mathematics were evolving, which 
were to become intimately connected. 
Perron and Frobenius, in Germany, were developing the 
spectral theory of (finite square) matrices with non-negative 
entries. In Russia, A.A. Markov was initiating the study of 
Markov chain, which is tantamount to the study of square sto-
chastic matrices P * t ^ >J , -fi».. & 0, ?ft*y ** 4 • 
Clearly, if the Markov chain is finitef i.e. P is fi-
nite, then the Perron-Probenius theory is applicable. This 
approach to the treatment of finite Markov chains was explo.1?-
ted by Fre'chet (1938) and then V.I. Romanovsky in particular, 
who wrote a large number of papers, and a treatise (1949) of 
over 430 pages on it. The Perron-Frobenius theory is presen-
ted and applied to Markov chains also in the book of Gantma-
cher (1959). 
However, it is clear that finite matrix spectral met-
hods are insufficient to cover the general theory of Markov 
chains, where P may be infinite. Thus these methods, with 
one notable exception, were set aside in the post war years, 
and the general theory of Markov chains was developed by • 
generating function approach, initiated by Fell?r in hia 
famous book of 1951. Chung's monograph of 1960 reviewed tha 
theory from this viewpoint* There were also matrix approa-
ches, but of a rather different kind, to finite chains e.g. 
Kemeny and Snell (i960), Howard (I960). 
The one exception (to the general tendency) was a part 
( 22-24) of the work of Sarymsakov (1954), who tried to 
apply the principle of truncations (still using cofactor-
determinant methods) to infinite stochastic matrices, with 
the purpose of providing a calculational algorithm for va-
rious quantities of interest. However, he ran into trouble, 
as had earlier workers in infinite determinants, because of 
his method. 
A more recent development in a new direction was the 
vork of Vere-Jones (1962), who applied generating function 
metftocte, to (jnXtoiLte)n9llrqgK»tiTt matrices satisfying mild 
restrictions, to obtain results very analogous to the Per-
ron-Frobenius theory. 
By considering the approach of Vere-Jones in conjunc-
tion with the general approach of Sarymsakov, the tool for 
investigating the validity of the method of truncations for 
infinite Markov chains had become available* Moreover, it 
had become important to do this, for generating functions 
are of no use in a practical sense, and hence some approxi-
mation method (of truncation) is desirable. In fact the 
wheel has come full circle, and we are often interested in 
the actual solutions of equations such as (l.l), under con-
ditions which, a priori, determine their existence and 
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uniqueness* 
3. Infinite Innumerable Markov Chains 
The Markov chains of most interest are irreducible i.e. 
for every two indices i, j there exists a finite sequence 
**t *****••••-*%* -such that ̂ ĵ f̂cjj-fcat '" ^ - W > ° ' 
These, moreover, fall into two classes: recurrent and .tran-
sient chains. Recurrent chains have a unique positive (upto 
multiplicative const.) solution x (the invariant measure) . 
of the equations 
*' P « *' i.e. *'C1- P) ** 0' . 
We note that (without some adjustment, possibly) the matrix 
A * 1 - P never satisfies the condition (1*3) for a nor-
mal determinant* 
However, the method of truncations wworks"f insofar as 
the following result is valid. (By 6*t>C^ denote the co-
factor of the C^,i ) element of the <n x TV truncation 
t c ^ - M t f P J 0f * ~ p , «nd put A ^ ^ f w l - C / n ) P . l )• 
Theorem: (A) As (ti-±co, (m.)C^ S("i)C44 f V ^ for 
all i, j • For fixed i , < V ^ } is the unique positive 
invariant measure of P with V.. * 4 if the Markov chain 
%% 
is recurrent* 
(B) A,̂  4* A & 0 as /n- - t <?o . Zl > 0 implies 
the chain i s transient* 
(C) i £n Cm,)C.. m C. . exists and i s (f inite and) 
non-negative for a l l i , j . If C ^ -> ^ for some i , j , 
this holds true for a l l i , j • 
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The proof depends l a r g e l y on the techniques of Vere-Jo-
nes and Sarymsakov, and may be found i n Seneta (1967) t o g e t -
her with r e s u l t s of l i k e nature. (Actually, a more complete 
proof w i l l appear i n a sequel to t h i s paper, i n the same 
journal . ) 
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